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Introduction
1.1. Objectives
This Master’s Degree Thesis has the following objectives:
• Understand tree based models and their main advantages and disadvantages
• Be aware how unbalanced data aﬀects tree based models
• Deepen drunk driving knowledge in Catalonia
• Develop a predictive model to detect drunk drivers
1.2. Outline of this Master’s Degree Thesis
In Chapter 1 it is described how road safety is a world wide problem and drunk driving an issue to tackle.
Several policies are explained along with studies that assessed them. The case of Catalonia is detailed not
only in road safety but also in alcohol policies and in previous studies on drunk driving.
In Chapter 2 diﬀerent tree based models are introduced along with its properties and variants. It is also
detailed the Class Imbalance Problem with several approaches to deal with it.
Chapter 3 is devoted to explain original data from Police preventive checkpoints. New variables are created
to enrich predictive models. Spatial and temporal distributions of checkpoints are described with driver
proﬁle. The last section contains results of the alcohol tests.
Results from tree base models applied to the data are explained in Chapter 4. Diﬀerent tree models are ﬁtted
and several variants explored. For each tree model, its performance is compared with several approaches to
deal with Class Imbalance. Finally, variable importance is analyzed.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to discussion and future research lines. Several appendices include additional tables,
plots and programs used in R.
1.3. Road Safety: From global problem to local action
According to World Health Organization (WHO), more than 1.2 million people die every year in traﬃc
accidents and many more result with serious health consequences. It is estimated that 3% of global Gross
domestic product is lost due to traﬃc accidents and up to 5% in low and middle-income countries. It is
also the leading cause of death among young people (15 - 29 years) and the ninth cause for the general
population.
As a major health and development concern, United Nations established the Decade of Action for Road
Safety (2011-2020) in 2010. The goal of which is to stabilize and reduce predicted levels of road traﬃc
fatalities around the world.
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Road traﬃc deaths are particularly high in developing countries, with 90% of all deaths despite having a low
motorization level. Although traﬃc fatalities mostly occur in poor countries, there is also an unacceptable
number of casualties on European roads. With 31500 deaths in 2010, the European Union established in its
Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area to move closer to zero fatalities in road transport in
2050 and to halve road casualties by 2020 with respect to 2010.
In line with the European Union target, the Catalan Strategic Road Safety Plan (2014-2020) estab-
lishes a 50% reduction in road fatalities in Catalonia by 2020 compared to 2010. With 381 road fatalities in
2010 the target is set to less than 190 in 2020.
The Global Status Report on Road Safety 2015 recommends several policies to countries to improve
road safety. The most important ones are related with legislation, road user behaviour, safer roads and safer
vehicles. From which it highlights reducing speed, drink-driving, drug-driving and distracted driving and
also further expand the use of seat-belt, motorcycle helmet and child safety seats.
Many of the road safety policies proposed are already implemented in the EU and Catalonia. However, there
is still room for improvement reducing drunk-driving, even though there is a positive trend, as reported by
(Vanlaar et al. (2012) [68], Mathijssen (2005) [45], Williams (2006) [70]). In 2014, it was reported that
24.8% of dead drivers were related to alcohol in Catalonia.
1.4. Drink driving policies
As stated by Alcañiz et al. (2014) [1] many policies have been implemented worldwide in order to reduce the
prevalence of alcohol-impaired drivers. These include Blood/Breath Alcohol Content (BAC/BrAC) limits,
reduced BrAC limits to novice and commercial drivers, increased enforcement levels, application of evidential
breath testing, systematic preventive BrAC tests, implementing an Alcolock system for repeat oﬀenders,
monetary and non-monetary penalties, establish drink-driving a severe sanction in a driving license penalty
points system, road safety campaigns and educational programs.
Shults et al. (2001) [61] stated that preventive BrAC tests is one of the most eﬀective methods to reduce
alcohol impaired driving. Fell et al. (2014) [22] concluded that a 10% increase in the Driving Under the
Inﬂuence (DUI) arrest rate was associated with a 1% reduction in the drinking driver crash rate. A meta-
analysis on drink-driving checkpoints performed by Erke, Goldenbeld, and Vaa (2009) [20] indicated that
crashes involving alcohol are reduced by a minimum of 17% and that all crashes, independently of alcohol
involvement, are reduced by about 10–15%.
Two diﬀerent strategies are usually applied, a Random Breath Test (RBT) and a non-RBT as explained in
Shults et al. (2001) [61], Chulia, Guillen, and Llatje (2016) [13] and Alcañiz, Santolino, and Ramon (2015)
[2]. RBT is focused on reducing general DUI, as all drivers perceive that they can be tested. However,
non-RBT focus on doing sobriety checkpoints near entertainment areas and test those drivers suspected
of drunk driving. Sanem et al. (2015) [55] concluded that enforcement agencies should prioritize using a
combination of strategies.
1.5. Road Safety in Catalonia
Road safety is not only a priority of the Catalan Traﬃc Service, but also the Department of Interior and the
Government. Since 1999 Road safety plans have been developed and an ambitious target of reducing 50%
of deaths in 2010 compared to 2000 was set, in line with the White Paper on Transport of the European
Union. This target was achieved in 2010 with a reduction of 57.2% of death people.
In those years several policies were applied or extended as BrAC tests, automatic speed cameras, better and
safer roads, improved vehicle ﬂeet, a new penalty point system was introduced, a broader usage of safety
belts and motorcycle helmet and a general awareness’ increase on road safety.
Nowadays Catalonia is among the ﬁrst European countries in road safety, getting closer to traditional road
safety leaders such as Sweden, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. In 2014 there were 36 dead per
million people in Catalonia, which is below EU average of 51 dead per million people.
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1.5.1. Strategic Road Safety Plan for Catalonia 2014-2020
Despite the improvement to date, the number of deaths in Catalonia due to fatal road accidents is still
unacceptable. Countries with better results reveal us the way to continue applying measures to reduce the
amount of fatalities.
For this reason, the Strategic Road Safety Plan for Catalonia 2014-2020 was approved by the Gov-
ernment and submitted to the Parliament of Catalonia in 2014.
This plan sets 6 goals and 23 strategic lines. The ﬁrst one focusses upon shrinkage of alcohol, drugs and
psychotropic drugs consumption while driving. It is expected to intensify preventive awareness actions and
deterrent controls to reduce the number of drivers under the inﬂuence of alcohol, drugs and psychotropic
drugs.
1.5.2. Drunk driving legislation
As stated by Alcañiz et al. (2014) [1] the common Spanish driving legislation without regional particularities
is applicable in Catalonia. Unlike the laws of other countries, the Spanish driving legislation sets the minimum
legal age for driving motor vehicles to 18 years old, with the exception of mopeds (motor of less than 50 cc),
which can be driven in urban areas at 15.
Statutory blood-alcohol limits for driving diﬀer between countries within Europe. Spanish legislation dif-
ferentiates between administrative and criminal positives, depending on the level of alcohol concentration
in breath or blood. Drivers with BrAC between 0.25 and 0.60 mg/l (0.15 and 0.60 mg/l for novice and
professional drivers) face administrative penalties if intercepted. If the BrAC level is over 0.60 mg/l, drivers
are deemed to have committed a criminal oﬀence and therefore they have to deal with tougher legal sanctions
such as a temporary suspension of the driving license and imprisonment.
Police oﬃcers are allowed to perform a BrAC test to any driver, even if the driver does not show symptoms
of drunk driving. The standard procedure is to conduct a BrAC test with a portable breathalyser at the
driver’s car. If negative, the driver continues with his trip. If positive, as a breathalyser has no legal validity,
an evidential breath test is performed at the oﬃcer’s vehicle.
1.5.3. Previous research
Several studies have been conducted in Catalonia with regard to drinking habits and driving. Alcañiz et
al. (2014) [1] studied the prevalence of alcohol-impaired driving in Catalonia in 2012 and was estimated at
1.29% for the general population of drivers, 1.90% on Saturdays and 4.29% on Sundays. Chulia, Guillen,
and Llatje (2016) [13] studied Seasonal and Time-Trend Variation by Gender of Alcohol-Impaired Drivers at
Preventive Sobriety Checkpoints and Alcañiz, Santolino, and Ramon (2015) [2] studied age-drinking patterns
and drinking behaviour in Catalonia and studied diﬀerent strategies in sobriety checkpoints. It was detected
that non-RBT were primarily eﬀective to detect binge drinking and RBT in detection of drinking and driving
proﬁles of population. Font-Ribera et al. (2013) [23] highlighted that living in a rural areas is independently
associated with DUI for Catalan adolescents.

Chapter 2
Methods and Models
In this chapter tree based models are introduced. It starts deﬁning a Classiﬁcation and Regression Trees
(CART) 1 model and its properties. Some extensions with diﬀerent types of response data or alternative
implementations are detailed. Latter on, ensembling methods as Tree Bagging and Random Forest 2 are
explained. This models can be used both for regression and classiﬁcation problems. In this work, only
classiﬁcation models are explained and used. Interested reader is referred to Kuhn and Johnson (2013)
[37] for tree based regression models. Finally it is also detailed the Class Imbalance Problem with several
approaches to deal with it.
2.1. Classiﬁcation and Regression Trees
Classiﬁcation and Regression Trees were introduced by Breiman et al. (1984) [9]. The basic idea is the
partition of the predictor space in a recursive way, in order to create groups in the response variable as
homogeneous as possible.
CART algorithm starts splitting all data into two disjoint subsets, called nodes or leaves. For each predictor,
splits are computed with all possible cut-oﬀ values. The split that maximizes homogeneity (minimizes
impurity) of the resulting disjoint subsets is chosen. This process is recursively repeated for each node.
An impurity measure is used to choose the best split. The impurity of a split is calculated by summing
the impurity of the subnodes. In this work the Gini Index is used as an impurity measure. As explained
in Kuhn and Johnson (2013) [37], for a two-class problem, the Gini index for a given node is deﬁned as
p1(1− p1) + p2(1− p2), where p1 and p2 are the Class 1 and Class 2 probabilities, respectively.
Another widely used impurity measure is the Information Gain. Raileanu and Stoﬀel (2004) [53] compared
the Gini Index and the Information Gain in situations where the two split functions agree/disagree on the
selected split. They found that the two measures disagree only on 2% of all cases.
If a tree is fully grown it is likely to overﬁt the training data. This means that the model catches the noise
from the data instead of the true relationship. This implies that the model will be worse than expected
when used with new observations. For this reason, there is a pruning step. It is performed using cost
complexity tuning, where a complexity parameter cp penalizes the size of the tree. The subtree that minimizes
Impuritysubtree+cp×(Number Terminal Nodes) is selected. cp value is called hyperparameter and is selected
using cross-validation.
In practice, there is a minimum number of observations at terminal nodes. This is done to reduce computation
time in splits that would be pruned. Depending on software implementations, it ranges between 5 to 10
observations.
To predict a new value, a new observation starts from the top, moves through the nodes down to a terminal
node. In classiﬁcation it is assigned a majority vote.
1CART is a trademarked name by Salford Systems.
2Random Forest is a trademarked name by Salford Systems.
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As stated by Provost and Domingos (2003) [50], many applications require cases to be ranked by the
probability of class membership. CART models can also predict a probability. As in classiﬁcation, an
observation goes through the tree to reach a ﬁnal leaf, but then the probability is obtained from the frequency
of each class. As an example, if a ﬁnal leaf contains 6 observations of Class 1 and 4 observations of Class 2,
then a probability of 0.6 (6/10) would be assigned to be from Class 1. Provost and Domingos (2003) [50]
claimed that this methodology provides poor probability estimates and proposed alternative methods.
Algorithm 1: CART model
begin
Start with all data in one node.
for Each non terminal node do
select the split that minimizes impurity.
Prune the tree using cost complexity tuning.
Get response class at each terminal node.
Example 1: Highway Accidents Data comes from a unpublished master’s paper by Carl Hoﬀstedt. This
dataset named Highway1 is included in the car package from Fox and Weisberg (2011) [24]. It relates
automobile accident rates with several road properties. It consists of 39 sections of large highways with the
following 12 variables:
• rate: 1973 accident rate per million vehicle miles. Transformed to low and high rate levels for dealing
with a classiﬁcation problem.
• len: length of the segment in miles.
• ADT : average daily traﬃc count in thousands.
• trks: truck volume as a percent of the total volume.
• sigs1: the number of signals per mile of roadway, adjusted to have no zero values.
• slim: speed limit in 1973.
• shld: width in feet of outer shoulder on the roadway.
• lane: total number of lanes of traﬃc.
• acpt: number of access points per mile.
• itg: number of freeway-type interchanges per mile.
• lwid: lane width, in feet.
• hwy: An indicator of the type of roadway or the source of funding for the road.
Figure 2.1 shows initial splits with Highway1 data. First split uses len predictor with best cut point value
being 8.6. There is a second split when len >= 8.6 using shld predictor, being 5 the best cut point value.
This tree has three terminal nodes and two non terminal nodes. Diﬀerent trees depending on diﬀerent cost
complexity parameter can be seen at Figure A.1.
Another way to look into tree models, as described in Kuhn and Johnson (2013) [37] is to deﬁne one or
more nested if-then statements that partition the data. Within this partitions, a model is used to predict
the outcome. The tree from Figure 2.1 can be rewritten with the following if-then statements:
If len >= 8.6
if shld < 5 then Outcome = High
else Outcome = Low
else Outcome = High
Suppose it is wanted to predict a section accidents rate’s level, which has a len value of 5. It would fail at
ﬁrst if statement, and then get an outcome of high rate.
Figure 2.2 (A) illustrates prediction regions. If a new observation falls inside one of this regions, the predictive
value would be the one in the label. For example, a new observation with 4 len would be predicted a high
rate level. An observation with 10 len and 15 shld would be predicted a low rate. Figure 2.2 (B) shows the
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len< 8.6
shld< 5
high
high low 
Fig. 2.1. A classiﬁcation tree model with modiﬁed Highway1 data.
Gini Index of all possible cut point values for len. It can be seen that the minimum value of all possible cut
values is 8.6. Plots for all continuous variables can be seen at Figure A.2.
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(A) Classiﬁcation regions for len and
shld variables.
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(B) Gini Index through all possible len
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Fig. 2.2. CART model predictive regions and Gini Index for len cut point values using
Highway1 data.
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Some advantages of tree models include that are easy to interpret, are fast to compute, deal with missing
values, perform feature selection and can assess variable importance.
Their main disadvantages consist that are quite unstable, suﬀer from selection bias and usually have worse
performance than other models.
CART models deal with missing values using surrogative splits. As explained at package vignette Therneau,
Atkinson, and Ripley (2015) [67], each predictor split is calculated with its non missing observations. The
Gini Index is adjusted with the number of observations used. Once the best split is selected, similar splits are
calculated using the same partition algorithm without recursion. They are ranked according to agreement
and those above a threshold are saved.
If the best split has missing values, those observations are assigned to nodes using surrogative splits. It
starts using the best surrogative split. If it is also missing, then the next one is used. This is done until
all surrogative splits are used. If it is missing at all surrogatives, it is then assigned to the node with more
observations. A similar strategy is used at prediction if a missing value appears.
Ding and Simonoﬀ (2010) [18] studied diﬀerent missing data methods for classiﬁcation trees applied to binary
response data. They concluded that the best method was to create a separate class when the testing set has
missing values and the missingness is related to the response variable.
Tree models can assess variable importance. This is done by keeping the reduction of the Gini Index at
each split and aggregating those values for every predictor. Predictors that appear at the beginning of the
tree or are used in several splits will be more important. It has been shown that variable importance can
be biased. Strobl, Boulesteix, and Augustin (2007) [63] showed that predictors with increasing number of
missing values are artiﬁcially preferred. Loh (2002) [42] describes the mechanism of selection bias toward
categorical variables with many levels.
2.1.1. Variations and extensions
There exist alternative implementations like GUIDE, QUEST, CRUISE, CHAID, C4.5 and C5.0. Loh (2011)
[43] reviews some of them and compares their capabilities, strengths, and weakness in two examples.
C4.5 by Quinlan (1993) [51] or CHAID by Kass (1980) [36] perform multiway splits instead of binary splits.
T. Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2009) [29] claim that multiway splits are not a good strategy due to
fragmenting data too quickly and also because they can be obtained by several binary splits.
Galimberti, Soﬀritti, and Maso (2012) [26] extended the model to Ordinal Response. Diﬀerent approaches
have been proposed to survival data, Bou-Hamad et al. (2011) [6] made an extensive review. De’Ath (2002)
[17] extended to Multivariate Regression and Sela and Simonoﬀ (2011) [58] for longitudinal and clustered
data. Several unbiased techniques have been developed by Hothorn, Hornik, and Zeileis (2006) [31] and Loh
(2002) [42].
It has been shown by Hyaﬁl and Rivest (1976) [32] that constructing optimal binary decision trees is very
hard. For this reason, almost all tree models use a greedy approach, but Grubinger, Zeileis, and Pfeiﬀer
(2014) [28] proposed evolutionary algorithms for improving accuracy.
2.2. Tree Bagging
Bagging, or Bootstrap aggregating, was introduced by Breiman (1996) [7]. The basic idea is to generate
several predictions and combine them to get an aggregated predictor. Predictions are generated by applying
a model to diﬀerent bootstrap replicas of the training set. Those replicas are done with replacement and are
as big as the training set. In classiﬁcation the aggregate is the majority vote of all models.
Bagging can be applied to any model. An important increase in performance is achieved when used with
tree models. From now on, it will be referred to bagging where the underlying models are trees.
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The trees used in Bagging are computed with the Algorithm 1 described in the previous section. The only
diﬀerence is that there is no pruning step in Bagging, each tree is fully grown. Pruning was performed to
avoid overﬁtting. In Bagging, the aggregating step neutralizes the overﬁtting error of the trees.
The number of trees to use is deﬁned by the user. Notice that error decreases with more trees, until bagging
reaches convergence. In practice, as stated byKuhn and Johnson (2013) [37] it is achieved with less than 50
trees.
To predict a new value, a new observation is evaluated at each tree and then aggregated over all of them.
In classiﬁcation, the aggregate is the majority vote of all models. If a probability is needed, the aggregate is
the frequency of class prediction of all models.
Example 2: Highway Accidents Using modiﬁed Highway1 data, Figure 2.3 shows 9 trees with diﬀerent
bootstrapped samples. Although those samples come from the same origin, the trees obtained are more or
less diﬀerent. The example shows that trees are unstable, a slight change in the data makes a quite diﬀerent
tree. Trees have diﬀerent depth, predictors or cut-point values.
Algorithm 2: Tree Bagging
begin
Generate N bootstrap samples of original data
for Each bootstrap sample do
Train an unpruned tree.
2.2.1. Properties
The main advantages of bagging are that it improves performance, makes stable models from unstable ones
and reduces the risk of overﬁtting and implicitly performs variable selection.
Their main disadvantages are that they are harder to interpret and are computationally more expensive than
a CART model.
Each bootstrap sample is performed with replacement and has the same size as the original training set. As
detailed in Efron and Tibshirani (1997) [19], the probability of an observation to appear in the bootstrapped
sample is approximately 0.632. The observations that are not used in the bootstrap sample are called out-
of-bag (OOB) samples. Using this samples, Bagging can give an internal error estimate in the following
way:
For each observation and for all trees that did not use this observation, it is obtained the class prediction.
An error estimate is then computed and it is called OOB error estimate.
As explained in Breiman (2001) [8], predictive performance of the OOB estimate is equivalent to the one
obtained by a test set or cross-validation. It could overestimate the error rate because it combines one third
of the tree bagging predictors.
One of the weaknesses of Bagging is that trees are highly correlated. Therefore, the margin of improvement
on each additional tree decreases with the number of trees used. For this reason a small number of trees is
enough.
Figure 2.3 show that some trees are quite similar. For example, variables len and sigs1 appear on top of
several trees. Trees take stronger relationships with response variables but more subtle relationships could
be hidden by them. This trees will have similar predictions. Therefore aggregating them will not improve
substantially the ﬁnal model.
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Fig. 2.3. Trees using diﬀerent bootstrap samples. Common predictors use the same
colour across trees.
2.3. Random Forest
Random Forest (RF) was proposed by Breiman (2001) [8]. The basic idea is to generate many diﬀerent trees
and then aggregate their predictions as in Bagging. However, Random Forest tries to create decorrelated
trees to improve the predictions.
To create trees as diﬀerent as possible, it adds two randomization process in order to build the tree:
• each tree is generated from diﬀerent bootstrap samples (like Bagging).
• each tree randomly selects the number of variables that can be used at each split.
As a consequence, RF not only captures the most important relationships, but also those more subtle to
improve predictions.
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As in bagging, the number of trees to compute is deﬁned by the user. Breiman (2001) [8] demonstrated that
it reaches convergence and it is protected from overﬁtting. Many software implementations use by default
500 trees, but Kuhn and Johnson (2013) [37] suggest to start with 1000.
The user speciﬁes the number of variables that are chosen randomly at each split. It is usually called mtry.
In many software implementations, the default value is the square root of the number of variables.
The minimum number of node size (nmin. size) could also be speciﬁed. By default it is 1 for classiﬁcation.
If a higher value is used, then trees are smaller and faster to calculate.
To predict a new value, a new observation is evaluated at each tree and then aggregated over all of them. In
classiﬁcation the aggregate is the majority vote. If a probability is needed, the aggregate is the frequency of
class prediction of all models.
Algorithm 3: Random Forest
begin
Generate N bootstrap samples of original data
for Each bootstrap sample do
Train a tree.
for Each split do
Randomly select mtry predictors.
Select the best predictor.
Grow until all nodes are smaller than nmin. size.
2.3.1. Properties of Random Forests
The main advantages of Random Forest are that they achieve competitive performance, low overﬁtting risk,
are robust to outliers, implicitly perform variable selection and can give an internal error estimate with OOB
samples.
Their main disadvantages include that they are hard to interpret, diﬀerent seed give diﬀerent mod-
els/predictions and are harder to compute than simpler models.
RF handles missing values in a diﬀerent way than CART models. It uses direct or proximity based imputation
with the mode. Ishwaran et al. (2008) [33] described two reasons for this. One is related to computation
speed, a surrogative strategy would require computing many surrogates for lots of fully grown trees. The
other one mentioned is that a reasonable surrogate split may not exist in RF, where few randomly selected
variables are used at each split.
RF models can assess variable importance. This can be done in three diﬀerent ways. The simplest one is to
count the number of times each variable is selected in all trees. The second one uses the impurity decrease
obtained at each split, as explained in the Classiﬁcation and Regression Trees section. For each variable,
impurity decrease from all trees is aggregated. The last one is called permutation importance. As explained
in T. Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2009) [29], for each tree, prediction performance of OOB samples
is recorded. Its performance is again computed but with the values of one variable randomly permuted.
Performance decrease as a result of permuting is averaged over all trees. This is done for each variable and
measure variable importance in the Random Forest.
If the variables are correlated, variable importance is not reﬂected correctly. Sometimes one variable is
selected and sometimes the other one is. Thus reducing the importance of both of them in the model. Strobl
et al. (2007) [65] showed that RF variable importance measures were not reliable when predictors have
varying number of categories or when mixing categorical and continuous variables.
Kursa and Rudnicki (2010) [39] developed a feature selection algorithm for ﬁnding all relevant variables
using RF importance method. A method for bivariate variable selection to detect linked pairs of variables
was proposed by Ng and Breiman (2005) [47].
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An interesting application of RF is to obtain a similarity measure between observations. The basic idea is to
calculate the frequency in which pairs of data points are in the same terminal nodes. Its main beneﬁts are
that it can handle both continuous and categorical variables, missing values and that is robust to outliers.
Shi and Horvath (2006) [60] developed a method of unsupervised learning, using RF similarity measure and
synthetic data.
Using modiﬁed Highway1 data, Figure 2.4 shows variable importance using permutation method. Most
important variables are len, sigs1, ADT, shld. Notice that this variables were the most used in Figure 2.3.
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Fig. 2.4. Variable importance with Random Forest.
2.3.2. Variations and extensions
Segal (2004) [57] demonstrated that Random Forest can overﬁt datasets with large numbers of noisy inputs.
To deal with this, Xu et al. (2012) [73] extended Random Forest with a weighting method for subspace
selection which improves classiﬁcation performance over high-dimensional data. A similar work has been
performed by Amaratunga, Cabrera, and Lee (2008) [4] with its Enriched Random Forest.
Meinshausen (2006) [46] generalizes random forests to give a non-parametric and accurate way of estimating
conditional quantiles and Wager, Hastie, and Efron (2014) [69] to include conﬁdence intervals.
Segal and Xiao (2011) [56] extended the random forest schema to the multiple response setting with Mul-
tivariate Random Forest and Ishwaran et al. (2008) [33] expanded it to survival data. Janitza, Tutz, and
Boulesteix (2016) [35] implemented a Random Forest to ordinal responses and implemented variable impor-
tance for this kind of data. An unbiased technique has been developed by Strobl et al. (2008) [64]. Xu,
Nettleton, and Nordman (2014) [74] propose a Case-Speciﬁc Random Forest to improve predictions in a case
of interest a priori.
2.4. Class Imbalance
In classiﬁcation problems, a dataset with severe unequal distribution between classes is considered imbalanced.
Usually, one class is overrepresented and the other one is just a small portion. This kind of datasets are
often named class imbalance, class skewness or unbalanced data.
Many classiﬁcation algorithms consider a balanced dataset. When applied with imbalanced data, model
ﬁtting could be biased towards the majority class. As a result, the model has a poor predictive performance
for the minority class, which it is usually the most interesting one.
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Kumar and Sheshadri (2012) [38] reviewed some studies of class imbalance problems, alongside with diﬀerent
solutions applied. In practice, this problem is quite common and can be observed in diﬀerent disciplines
as medical diagnosis, on-line advertising, fraud detection, network intrusion, road safety, etc. For example,
most drivers do not drive under the inﬂuence of alcohol. Therefore, BrAC tests will be negative in the
majority of cases.
He and Garcia (2009) [30] and Chawla (2005) [10] reviewed the state of the art for class imbalanced problems.
They explain the nature of the problem, diﬀerent available approaches, metric assessment and future research
directions and challenges.
Two approaches that are described in He and Garcia (2009) [30] are sampling methods and cost sensitive
methods. Both methods are detailed below:
Sampling methods consist of modifying the original dataset to obtain a balanced dataset. They could be
divided in the following categories:
• down-sampling: remove some instances of the majority class by random sample.
• up-sampling: add more instances of the minority class by random sample with replacement.
• hybrid methods: a mix of up-sampling and down-sampling.
Note that sampling methods only apply to training data and not to testing data. As the model should be
applied to real world data, testing data shouldn’t be sampled.
As an example, imagine a dataset with 90% of observations from the majority class and just 10% of the
minority class. In the case of down-sampling: it would randomly sample the majority class, to get the same
amount of observations as the minority class. In this case, just 20% of the training data would be used. In
the case of up-sampling: it would randomly sample with replacement the minority class, to get the same
amount of observations as the majority class. In this case, some observations of minority class would appear
several times in the new dataset, and would be 80% bigger than the original training dataset.
Cost-sensitive methods consist of applying diﬀerent costs of misclassifying each class in the model ﬁtting
process.
The idea is to specify a higher cost to misclassifying a minority instance than a majority instance. The
machine learning algorithm will try to make fewer errors with the minority class compared to the majority
one, as it is more expensive. This would counteract the bias towards the majority class.
Another problem with class imbalance is the way to assess classiﬁers. The usual metric in classiﬁcation,
accuracy, could be misleading in the case of imbalanced data. As example, imagine a dataset with 90%
of observations from the majority class and just 10% of the minority class. A model that classiﬁes every
observation as a majority class would get an accuracy of 90%. Assessing only accuracy, this model seems
pretty good but it is useless.
To overcome this limitation, Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves are used. The ROC
curve shows a binary classiﬁer performance when its threshold varies. It is formed by plotting the True
Positive Rate (TPR) against the False Positive Rate (FPR) at various threshold settings. A complete
description of ROC analysis is done by Fawcett (2006) [21].
Figure 2.5 (A) shows a typical ROC graph. Several points illustrate some of the characteristics:
• Point A: represents a classiﬁer that assigns always negative
• Point B: represents perfect classiﬁcation
• Point C: represents a random guess.
• Point D: represents perfect misclassiﬁcation
• Point E: represents a classiﬁer that assigns always positive
Any point at the diagonal is a random guess classiﬁer. Any point below the diagonal is worse than a random
guess. As stated by He and Garcia (2009) [30] a classiﬁer that performs worse than random guessing does
not mean that the classiﬁer cannot provide useful information. On the contrary, the classiﬁer is informative;
however, the information is incorrectly applied.
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(A) ROC curves for models L1 and L2.
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(B) Area Under the Curve for model L1.
Fig. 2.5. ROC curves and AUC with several illustrative points.
Curves L1 and L2 represent the ROC curves from two diﬀerent classiﬁers. It is observed that for the same
amount of False Positive Rate, classiﬁer L1 has a bigger True Positive Rate. Therefore, L1 is a better
classiﬁer and would be preferred.
To directly assess diﬀerent classiﬁers performance, the area under the curve (AUC) is also used because
it is a single scalar. Figure 2.5 (B) shows the AUC from curve L1.
If a classiﬁer’s AUC is higher to another classiﬁer, it means that the ﬁrst classiﬁer has better average
performance. Note that the ﬁrst classiﬁer could have worse performance than the second classiﬁer in a
speciﬁc region of the ROC curve.
An interesting property noted by Fawcett (2006) [21], is that the AUC of a classiﬁer is equivalent to the
probability that the classiﬁer will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen
negative instance.
Chapter 3
Data and measures
This chapter is devoted to describe preventive BrAC tests. New variables are created to enrich predictive
models. Spatial and temporal distribution of performed BrAC tests are described along with driver proﬁle.
Last section details BrAC tests results on main variables.
3.1. Database
Population data from 439699 BrAC tests carried out in 2014 in Catalonia were provided by traﬃc authorities.
The database consists of preventive BrAC tests, performed at checkpoints sited at strategic locations and
during high-risk time-slots, involving the intentional selection of drivers. These tests represent almost 95%
of the total number of BrAC, while the remaining 5%, which are not considered here, included BrAC tests
conducted for such reasons as drivers showing visible signs of alcohol intoxication or after committing a
traﬃc violation or drivers involved in a traﬃc accident.
Preventive BrAC tests performed to bicycles or pedestrians were removed from the database because they
were not of interest to the study. Missing values in BrAC result, age, year that the driver got his license,
police type or location were also removed. About 1.5% of the records were removed from the database and
the ﬁnal database consisted of 408936 BrAC tests.
3.2. Descriptives
After selecting preventive BrAC tests, complete cases and with a motor vehicle involved, the database
contains 408936 BrAC tests. It consist of BrAC tests results and several variables about location, time,
driver and vehicle type. Variables are described in the following list:
• positive (Dependent variable): result of BrAC test. (yes/no).
• builtUp: Interurban area or Urban area.
• policeType: Mossos d’Esquadra or Local Police.
• region: Name of region, 4 categories (Barcelona, Girona, Lleida and Tarragona).
• ART : Police territorial division, 8 categories.
• subregion: Name of subregion, 41 categories.
• city: Name of city, 661 categories.
• road / milestone: Road and milestone in Interurban area.
• address: Street address and number in Urban area.
• hour: hour that the BrAC was performed.
• day: day that the BrAC was performed.
• month: month that the BrAC was performed.
• week: week that the BrAC was performed. As a decimal number (1-52).
• weekday: day of the week that the BrAC was performed. As a decimal number (1-7, Sunday is 7).
• dayType: four levels of days. Mon-Thu, Fri, Sat and Sun.
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• workingDay: If it was a working day.
• timePeriod: Morning (6:00h to 13:59h), Afternoon (14h to 21:59) or Night (22h to 5:59h).
• sex: driver’s sex.
• age: driver’s age.
• licenseYear: year that the driver got his license.
• spanish: driver Spanish or foreigner.
• vehType: driver’s type of vehicle.
Traﬃc police is divided in Catalonia between Mossos d’Esquadra and Local Police. The ﬁrst one basically
operates in Interurban areas and the second one in Urban areas.
Catalonia is divided by 4 administrative units, Barcelona, Girona, Lleida and Tarragona, and it is coded
as region in the database. There is also another administrative division with 41 subregions. Usually all
subregions correspond to just one region but it is not always the case. Finally, there is a traﬃc police
administrative division called ART, which has 8 levels and corresponds a step between region and subregion.
In order to improve and enrich the models, several additional variables were created. Some of them used
external information, some continuous variables were categorized with diﬀerent levels and some categorical
variables were generalized. As tree base models perform implicit variable selection, there is no risk that new
variables negatively aﬀect the models.
From variable road / milestone, that was too speciﬁc, a new variable roadType was created using the Catalan
Road Catalog. It consisted on ﬁve levels 1: Highway1, Highway2, Conventional roads, Rural roads and
Urban roads. After that, road / milestone and address were removed from the database. Variable city was
also removed because it was too speciﬁc and had too many levels, which could complicate model building
process.
From roadType a new variable was created, roadType3l, with just three levels: Highway, Conventional roads
and Urban roads. At Highways, traﬃc is physically separated by opposing directions and are roads designed
exclusively for high-speed traﬃc. Highways include Highway1 and Highway2. Conventional roads are the
rest of interurban roads which also include rural roads. Finally, Urban roads are streets and roads included
in Urban areas.
Bank holidays, their eves and long weekends where obtained from a working calendar and variables holiday,
holidayEve and longWeekend were created. An additional variable named holidayPeriod was created from
holiday periods such as Easter and Christmas.
Seasons where obtained from day and month and coded as dummy variables winter, spring, summer and
autum.
As drinking habits are related with leisure, it was considered that identifying available budget for drinking
could be useful. Month was split into diﬀerent periods to identify when people had more money for leisure.
Indicator variables ﬁrst15d and second15d indicate if control was before day 15 or after. If it was between
the 1st and 9th day of the month, it was recorded as from1to9d, if it was between the 10th and 19th, it was
recorded as from10to19d, and if was the 20th or above, it was recorded as from20to31d. Finally, week of the
month was recorded as wMonth.
An additional variable dayTypeAA was created to identify diﬀerent mobility patterns which included, Mon,
Tue-Thu, Fri, Sat and Sun.
Several variables related to consumption periods were created. Several splits and groups were selected and
are described below:
• hour3h: [3,6), [6,9), [9,12), [12,15), [15,18), [18,21), [21,24) and [24,3).
• hour4h: [1,5), [5,9), [9,13), [13,17), [17,21) and [21,1).
• hour4hAA: [2,6), [6,10), [10,14), [14,18), [18,22) and [22,2).
1Roads are classiﬁed by their characteristics in the Spanish roads act. Highway1 level corresponds to autopista and Highway2
level corresponds to autovía and carreteras multicarril. Rural Road and Urban road levels are not deﬁned in the Spanish roads
act, but its inclusion was considered useful.
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Diﬀerent variables were created from age. Alternative categories for splitting age and the resulting variables
are deﬁned below:
• young3y: [15,17], (17,20], (20,23], (23,26], (26,29], (29,31], (31,33] and (33,100]
• age5y: [15,20], (20,25], (25,30], (30,35], (35,40], (40,45], (45,50], (50,55], (55,60], (60,65] and (65,100]
• age3l: [15,30], (30,45] and (45,100]
• ageAA: [15,18], (18,24], (24,34], (34,44], (44,54], (54,64], (64,75] and (75,100]
To detect the driver experience, licenseYear was used. Additional variables were created from it to spot
diﬀerent driving practice. Those are detailed below:
• novice: If driver got his license in 2013 or 2014.
• license3y: [1932,1989), [1989,1996), [1996,1999), [1999,2003), [2003,2006), [2006,2009), [2009,2013) and
[2013,2015).
• license5y: [1932,1985), [1985,1990), [1990,1995), [1995,2000), [2000,2005), [2005,2010) and [2010,2015).
• licenseAA: [1932,1994), [1994,2004), [2004,2012), [2012,2015).
vehType variable consisted of Car, Van, Motorcycle, Moped, Light Truck, Heavy Truck, Bus and Other. It
was generalized to vehType4l, which had four levels: Light vehicles with Cars and Vans; 2-wheeled vehicles
with Motorcycles and Mopeds; Heavy vehicles with Trucks and Buses; and Other. To identify professional
drivers, a professional variable was created that included Vans, Trucks and Buses.
Variables monthFac, hourFac and weekdayFac were created categorizing month, hour and weekday.
As a result, ﬁnal database contained 52 variables and 408936 records. Many variables were correlated but as
tree based models perform implicit variable selection, it was thought to create as many variables as possible
and let the models choose the most appropriate ones.
Table 3.1 presents the number of tests, number of positives and the percentage of positives for the main
variables and its levels. Appendix B include additional tables for several variables with many levels as ART
(Table B.1), subregion (Table B.2), month (Table B.3) and hour (Table B.4).
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Variable Levels Number of tests Number of positives (%)
builtUp Interurban area 267117 10149 3.8
Urban area 141819 6345 4.5
region Barcelona 225019 9944 4.4
Girona 50145 2610 5.2
Lleida 61868 1020 1.6
Tarragona 71904 2920 4.1
policeType Mossos d’Esquadra 266029 10155 3.8
Local police 142907 6339 4.4
roadType Highway1 30149 1213 4.0
Highway2 45735 2247 4.9
Conventional road 190744 6674 3.5
Rural road 489 15 3.1
Urban road 141819 6345 4.5
dayType Mon-Thu 180635 4007 2.2
Fri 58093 2089 3.6
Sat 85250 4637 5.4
Sun 84958 5761 6.8
workingDay Working day 206126 5277 2.6
Non working days 202810 11217 5.5
timePeriod Morning 101590 3576 3.5
Afternoon 86982 985 1.1
Night 220364 11933 5.4
sex Man 332411 13430 4.0
Woman 76525 3064 4.0
age3l [15,30] 133713 7732 5.8
(30,45] 171145 6023 3.5
(45,100] 104078 2739 2.6
licenseAA [1932,1994) 138129 3964 2.9
[1994,2004) 115267 4154 3.6
[2004,2012) 131088 7043 5.4
[2012,2015) 24452 1333 5.5
spanish Spanish 350444 14035 4.0
Non-Spanish 58492 2459 4.2
vehType Car 316530 14332 4.5
Van 25229 436 1.7
Motorcycle 29717 1264 4.3
Moped 8876 334 3.8
Light Truck 6117 25 0.4
Heavy Truck 19361 78 0.4
Bus 2490 12 0.5
Other 616 13 2.1
Table 3.1. Number of tests, positives and percentage of positives for main variables.
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3.3. Data description
3.3.1. By number of BrAC tests
This section is dedicated to explain where have been BrAC tests during 2014. The descriptive analysis will
focus on showing which places have been controlled, detect which time slots were preferred by police oﬃcers
and which kind of drivers were targeted.
Location
Figure 3.1 shows where BrAC tests were performed. Figure 3.1 (A) shows that 65% of all tests were performed
in interurban areas. Of these, 99.3% were carried out by Mossos d’Esquadra. However, in urban areas, Local
Police made 97.9% of all the tests. Thus builtUp and policeType variables area were strongly related. Figure
3.1 (B) shows how BrAC tests were distributed among road types. 18.5% of all BrAC tests were on Highway,
of which 39.7% were in Highway1 and 60.3% in Highway2. 46% of all controls were on Conventional roads,
of which just a 0.1% were on rural roads.
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(B) Proportion of BrAC tests by road type.
Fig. 3.1. Proportion of BrAC tests by location.
Figure 3.2 shows the number of BrAC tests by subregion. There are high diﬀerences in the number of
controls between subregions. Eight subregions had less than 1500 controls while eight subregions had more
than 15000 controls. Subregions around Barcelona or that include regional capitals such as Girona, Lleida
or Tarragona had more controls. The number of controls was related to population and mobility in each
subregion. As example, Barcelonès subregion, the most populated one, had nearly a 100000 controls. It is
important to note that there is one subregion without data and is coloured in light grey. Further research
should be performed to detect why there is no data in this subregion. Information about each subregion is
detailed in Appendix B Table B.2.
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Fig. 3.2. Number of BrAC tests by subregion (in thousands).
Time
Figure 3.3 shows when BrAC tests were performed. Figure 3.3 (A) shows the number of tests per week with
a smoothed blue line over them. There were alcohol controls all over the year with some weeks with an extra
overwork by police oﬃcers. This was related with bank holidays with high risk of drunk driving or with a
coordinated campaign on alcohol. Notice that some of the major peaks coincided with Carnival, Sant Joan
and before Christmas, when there were three coordinated alcohol campaign between Mossos d’Esquadra and
Local Polices. Campaigns were from February 24th to March 2nd, from June 20th to June 26th and from
December 12th to December 21th.
Figure 3.3 (B) shows the distribution among day of the week. There was an important police eﬀort on
weekends, when they doubled the amount of controls with respect to a normal weekday. Fridays were in
between of a weekday and a weekend day.
Figure 3.3 (C) shows the distribution among hour of the day. Controls at 24h were the most frequent and were
between three and four times more frequent than second most frequent hour. Controls were concentrated
after lunch, after dinner or related with night-life, when there is an increased risk of alcohol intake.
Finally, Figure 3.3 (D) shows the relation between hour and day of the week. Controls at 24h were held
throughout the week but were concentrated at weekend nights. Similarly, the controls at early morning were
particularly intense at weekend. Some hours had nearly no controls during all the week and could be related
with police shifts. Notice that there were a lot of controls at Sunday night. This could be related to some
problems between annotation and digitalization of the hour and day at midnight. Further research should
be performed to check if information is correct.
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Fig. 3.3. Number of BrAC tests by time variables.
Driver and vehicle
Table 3.1 shows that there were four times more controls to men than women. For this reason, in Figure 3.4
were separated by sex.
Figure 3.4 (A) chart shows how age was distributed among drivers. For both sexes it was a positive asym-
metric distribution that began at age 15. In the case of men, with a median of 37 years, grew up until 24
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years, remained stable for 20 years, to ﬁnally decreased little by little until 75 years. For women, with a
median of 33 years, it peaked at 24 years and then decreased gradually until 65 years.
Figure 3.4 (B) chart shows driver’s license year distribution. In the case of men, it began in the 60s and grew
with some interruptions until 2010-2012, then it slightly decreased. Novice drivers drive less and therefore
there were fewer controls in this population. In the case of women, it began in the 70s and grew until
2010-2012 that also decreased, where novices were less represented.
Figure 3.4 (C) bar chart shows that most BrAC tests were made to Spanish drivers. In the case of man, 85%
of controls were to Spanish drivers, while 90% in the case of women.
Finally, Figure 3.4 (D) plot shows that most tests were made to light vehicles, 82% in case of men and 89%
in case of women. 2-wheeled vehicles represented 8%-9% of all controls. For men, there were also an 8%
controls to Heavy vehicles that in the case of women did not exist.
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Fig. 3.4. Number of BrAC tests by driver variables and vehicle.
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3.3.2. By BrAC result
One of the main features of the database was that response variable positive was highly skewed. Of the
408936 BrAC tests carried out, only 16494 were positive, which means that about 4% of all BrAC tests were
positive. Therefore, care must be taken when performing data analysis.
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Fig. 3.5. Percentage of positives by subregion.
Figure 3.5 shows the percentage of BrAC tests by subregion. Map shows a non-homogeneous percentage
of positives throughout the territory. It was particularly high in the North-east and the coast while it was
much lower around Lleida. Information about each subregion is detailed in Appendix B Table B.2.
Figure 3.6 shows the percentage of BrAC tests by several variables. In winter there were less positives than
the rest of the year, while June to September there were more positives.
For all kinds of vehicles, urban areas had a higher positive rate than interurban areas. Other vehicles positive
rate may be unstable because there was a small sample in interurban area. Highlights the small positive rate
with Heavy vehicles.
During the week there was a 2% positive rate, while on weekends it was between 5% to 7%. Fridays were in
between of a weekday and a weekend day with a 3.5% of positive rate.
A similar percentage of positives was observed between men and women. Taking origin into account, non-
Spanish men gave scantily superior positive rate while in non-Spanish women it was the other way around.
In the case of age, it peaked at 20 years with more than a 7% of positives and then descended quadratically.
Drivers with 30 years or less, had a positive rate of more than 4%.
Last plot describes the relation between hour and age group. Highlights the red spot that contained young
age group in early morning with a 15% of BrAC positives. All age groups from 9pm to 3am had a high
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positive rate. In the afternoon, percentage rate increased with age group. Finally, notice the spot at age
group 55 to 65 at 13h. Figure B.1 gives additional information about the relation between age, hour and
type of day. It highlights that the interesting spot at 13h was related with day type Monday to Thursday.
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Fig. 3.6. Percentage of positives by hour and age group.

Chapter 4
Results
To assess diﬀerent models data were split randomly into a train and test set. Train set contained 70% of the
data and were used to ﬁt the models. Test contained the remaining 30%, and were used to validate resulting
models and check that no big errors were made. All models used the same train and test datasets.
Tree based models do not need to preprocess data or to perform any variable selection, it is done intrinsically.
But before ﬁtting any model, all categorical variables were converted to dummy variables. This maked many
more variables to evaluate. However, it is considered 1 that tree based algorithms become faster because
splits are easier.
Some models contained hyperparameters that had to be adjusted. A 10 fold cross-validation (10-CV) was
used. It consists of randomly splitting the training dataset into 10 partitions. A model/hyperparameter is
trained with 9 of 10 original partitions. The remaining one is used to obtain the validation performance
of the model. This is repeated 10 times, it uses a diﬀerent partition for validation each time. Then, the
model/hyperparameter performance is obtained by averaging over all 10 validation performance. The same
10 partitions were used for all models 2.
The metric for hyperparameter tuning was AUC. The hyperparameter with the best 3 AUC was selected. A
ﬁnal model was ﬁtted again with the best hyperparameter and all train data.
Once a ﬁnal model was ﬁtted, predicted probability was computed from test observations and test AUC
was obtained. This was done to verify that no overﬁtting or gross errors were done. Diﬀerent models were
compared with test AUC.
As mentioned, hyperparameters were selected by cross validation. As each fold is independent of each other,
there was no need to ﬁt the models sequentially. For this reason many models were run in parallel.
All models were performed with R version 3.2.3 [52], code used is available at Appendix C, D and E. The
following packages were used:
@@
• rpart: Recursive Partitioning and Regression Trees [67].
• ipred: Improved Predictors, used for Bagging models [49].
• RandomForest: Original Random Forest implementation [40].
• ranger: A Fast Implementation of Random Forests [71].
• caret: Cross validation and call models in homogeneous way [25].
• doMC : Parallel back end for caret [5].
• pROC : Compute ROC curves and AUC [54].
1Caret author and R version of C5.0 author answer in Q&A site Cross Validated.
2A new partition was created in down-sampling and up-sampling models.
3There exist alternatives for selecting tuning parameters as the one standard error rule or tolerance. This alternatives choose
the simplest model within a standard error or a deﬁned tolerance from the best model.
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4.1. Tree model
In this section several tree models were used. It starts ﬁtting a tree model and tuning the complexity
parameter. After that, two approaches for dealing with imbalanced data were applied. A sampling approach
was done with down-sampling and up-sampling. Cost sensitive methods were applied using diﬀerent loss
function to the tree.
4.1.1. Tree model and complexity parameter tuning
Tree models contains an hyperparameter, complexity parameter cp that should be tuned. An initial explo-
ration of 20 cp values was done with 10-CV. It was observed that the smaller cp value used the higher AUC
was obtained. Maximum was not reached with the initial set of cp values.
For this reason, a grid of 30 additional cp values was used. Then a maximum was reached and it was a very
small cp value. Figure 4.1 (A) shows that AUC improves when cp decreases until it reaches a limit at AUC
of 0.75.
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Fig. 4.1. CART models. Model with the best AUC is coloured in red.
The best cross-validated cp value was 6.9897 · 10−6, with an AUC of 0.7472. Using this cp value, a ﬁnal
model was adjusted with all training data. A membership probability was obtained from test observations.
From this test set an AUC of 0.7498 was obtained.
Note that ﬁnal model AUC is a little bit higher than the obtained from cross-validation. One reason could
be that ﬁnal model was trained with all training data and this could improve a little bit its performance.
Another option could be that the diﬀerence was only due to model variability. The important aspect was
that the model was not overﬁtting the data.
For balanced data, default cp value is 0.001. For our unbalanced dataset, cross-validated cp values were
very small. In our case, ﬁtted trees must be very deep in order that the leaves could appreciate diﬀerences
between two classes. Figure 4.1 (B) shows tree depth as a function of cp. Note that trees with highest AUC
were the deepest trees with 30 levels.
One problem with making deep trees is that its interpretation is very diﬃcult. Therefore it can not beneﬁt
from one of the most interesting advantages of tree models.
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4.1.2. Sampling methods
To improve and simplify the model, sampling methods were used. First a down-sampling was performed.
Training data were reduced to a down-sampled training dataset. It contained the same amount of observations
from each class.
As in previous tree model, an initial set of cp values was explored. A grid of 30 cp values was created and
ﬁtted. It was seen that a maximum was found with this grid. Figure 4.2 (A) shows cross-validated AUC
relative to cp used.
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Fig. 4.2. Down-sampled models. Model with the best AUC is coloured in red.
The best cross-validated cp value was 4.9310 ·10−4, with an AUC of 0.7499. Using this cp value, a ﬁnal model
was adjusted with all training data. A membership probability was obtained from test observations. From
this test set an AUC of 0.7577 was obtained. Fitted tree has a depth of 17 levels, which makes it diﬃcult to
interpret.
The down-sampled best cp value was 50 times higher than base tree model. Test AUC improved cross-
validated AUC. This diﬀerence was also bigger in down-sampling. It seems that additional data used for the
ﬁnal model provides useful information. Down-sampling model AUC was better than base model. Using a
subset of the dataset resulted in better performance.
Figure 4.2 (B) shows tree depth as a function of cp in the case of down-sampling. It is observed that the
best tree was not the deepest one.
After checking some successful results with down-sampling, an up-sampling approach was carried out.
Training data were expanded to contain the same amount of observations of each class. To reach a balanced
dataset, several copies from minority class were added until there were the same amount of positive than
negative instances.
In this case, results were not satisfactory although cross-validated AUC was almost 1, perfect classiﬁcation.
When ﬁnal model was validated with test data, its AUC was less than 0.5, random guess.
A large overﬁtting was made in cross validation. It can be explained as follows: for obtaining a balanced
dataset, many instances from minority class were copied. Upon cross-validation, the validation dataset
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contained many instances that were also in the training dataset. For that reason, the ﬁtted tree contained the
same observations in the leaves as the ones in the validation set. This resulted in nearly perfect performance.
When tested with new data, bad results were obtained.
4.1.3. Cost sensitive methods
Another approach to treat unbalanced data is to apply diﬀerent costs to misclassiﬁcation. This section
is devoted to analyse tree model performance applying a 10, 20 and 30 cost for misclassifying a positive
observation.
One of the problems with cost sensitive methods is to decide which cost to use for misclassifying a positive
subject. This was not deﬁned in our case, and it was decided to use values that somehow balance the
diﬀerence between classes. As our dataset contains one positive per 20 negatives, misclassifying costs of 10,
20 and 30 made sense.
If diﬀerent costs are applied, costly splits are avoided. Thus, the resulting tree is diﬀerent and takes into
account that some errors are more serious. This way, bias towards majority class is corrected.
Like previous models a grid was deﬁned to select the optimal cp value. Depth of the tree was also computed
to check if less deeper trees were obtained. This process was done for each misclassifying cost deﬁned. Figure
4.3 shows AUC and tree depth as a function of cp.
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Fig. 4.3. Cost sensitive models with three diﬀerent misclassiﬁcation costs.
Note that with the same cp value, trees with cost 20 had better cross-validated AUC and were less deep. The
performance was not much better compared to trees with cost 30. Although trees with cost 10 had much
worse AUC and were generally deeper.
No additional costs were tested. The best one was between the other ones tried. Therefore it did not seem
appropriate to increase the cost above 30 or below 10. There might be some cost around 20 that could
improve performance but it seemed that would not increase much. In addition, a 20 misclassifying cost
made sense with the diﬀerence between classes in our dataset.
For each misclassifying cost, Table 4.1 shows best cp, cross-validated AUC, test AUC and depth. As was
previously observed in Figure 4.3, the best model was obtained when applied a 20 misclassifying cost.
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Cost Best cp CV AUC test AUC tree depth
10 0.000277 0.7483 0.7570 21
20 0.000311 0.7560 0.7663 17
30 0.000242 0.7545 0.7630 28
Table 4.1. Model results by diﬀerent cost used.
Compared to base tree, cp values were much bigger and trees were less deep and therefore less complex. Still,
they were too deep to be visually interpretable.
If an interpretative tree is desired, a bigger cp value could be chosen an gain interpretability at the expense
of predictive performance. With a tree with cost 20 it looks that the trade-oﬀ between performance and
interpretability could be considered.
Summary
• Base tree model resulted with a very small cp value and a very deep tree.
• Down-sampling gave good results but up-sampling overﬁtted and was discarded.
• Cost sensitive model got the best AUC. Best misclassifying cost was 20.
• Class imbalance approaches worked better than base tree model.
• All models used a small cp value and resulted in a deep tree. Interpretability was lost.
• Test AUC was 0.7498 for base tree, 0.7577 for down-sampled tree and 0.7663 for 20 cost sensitive tree.
Figure 4.4 shows ROC curves for the three models.
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Fig. 4.4. ROC curve for base tree, down-sampled tree and 20 cost sensitive tree.
4.2. Tree Bagging model
In this section several bagging models are ﬁtted, a base bagging, a down-sampled and a cost sensitive one.
Bagging has no hyperparameters to tune, but the number of bootstrap replicas has to be deﬁned. The
inﬂuence of adding more replicas is showed for the down-sampling case.
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4.2.1. Base Bagging
Bagging consists of generating several bootstrap replicas from original dataset and model a tree as deep as
possible for each replica. For predicting a new observation, class predictions are obtained for each tree and
predicted probability is obtained from the frequency of all individual tree predictions.
In this case, default 25 trees were calculated and test AUC was not as good as expected. A test AUC of
0.7025 was obtained. As mentioned in Kuhn and Johnson (2013) [37], small improvements can still be made
using bagging ensembles up to size 50. For this reason, the number of bagging trees was increased to 50 and
test AUC increased to 0.7267. Each additional replica improved performance a little bit but maximum was
reached with 50 bagged trees. Increasing the number of replicas would not achieve test AUC obtained from
the best tree model. Figure 4.5 (B) shows ROC curve for this base bagging model.
Class imbalance strongly aﬀects bagging performance. A possible explanation is that each tree in bagging
gives a classiﬁcation, not a probability. Trees are maximum deep but leaves probably contain more negative
values than positives. For example, a leaf with 5 negative and 4 positive would be classiﬁed as negative, like
a leaf with all negative. Bagging doesn’t do a good job distinguishing that ﬁrst case had more probability
of being a positive than the second case.
Malley et al. (2012) [44] proposed a variant of Random Forest and K nearest neighbours for probability
estimation. A similar idea could be applied to Bagging. Each tree in bagging could give the proportion of
positives instead of its classiﬁcation. Then, the probability estimate would be the proportion of positives
averaged over all trees in bagging. It could improve results from base bagging.
Another important aspect is that Bagging is computationally costly. It has to ﬁt many trees as deep as
possible which means a lot of splits to calculate. Likewise, predicting a new observation is much slower than
a base tree.
4.2.2. Down-sampling
As in the case of tree model, a sampling approach was done. Only the down-sampling method was used.
In this case, a down-sampled dataset was used. Bagging was applied with 50 trees and a test AUC of 0.7675
was achieved. Down-sampled bagging achieved better performance than any previous model.
Figure 4.5 (B) shows ROC curve for this down-sampled bagging model. It can be observed that down-
sampled ROC curve was always above base bagging ROC curve, which means that it will produce better
performance for every cut point chosen.
Figure 4.5 (A) shows how performance increased in bagging as a function of the number of bootstrap
replicas used. At ﬁrst, each additional replica improved performance a lot, but then it increased slowly after
40 diﬀerent replicas. Trees obtained from each replica used diﬀerent data but the resulting ﬁtted tree could
be correlated. Once a suﬃciently high number of trees were used, adding an additional tree did not provide
additional information, since it was highly correlated with some previous trees.
There was no need to ﬁt diﬀerent models for diﬀerent number of bootstrap replicas. Fitting just the model
with the most bootstrap replicas was enough. It can produce performance for smaller number of bootstrap
replicas, just using the number of trees as desired. This is called the sub-model trick and was used for Figure
4.5 (A).
For this reason, it is considered that the number of replicas is not a parameter to optimize. A large enough
number of bootstrap replicas is used until it is checked that performance does not increase.
4.2.3. Cost sensitive method
A cost sensitive approach was also performed. After checking that Bagging in ipred package does not accept
costs, it was programmed a version with costs. Developed code is available at Appendix D. A cost of 20 was
applied in the bagging building step.
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Fig. 4.5. ROC curves and number of bootstrap replicas.
As in previous models, a 50 bootstrap replicas were used and a test AUC of 0.7737 was achieved. As in
previous results it was checked that with 50 bootstrap replicas was enough. Adding more replicas would not
improve much its performance.
Using diﬀerent costs aﬀects how splits are chosen in the tree building step. As bagging builds trees as deep
as possible, ﬁnal leaves will tend to be more homogeneous to avoid misclassiﬁcation costs. This way the
problem with base bagging did not happen.
Like tree models, best bagging model was the cost sensitive model. It was also better than the best tree
model.
Figure 4.5 (B) shows ROC curves for three bagging models. Notice that base bagging was clearly below
other models. Cost sensitive bagging ROC curve was slightly above down-sampled bagging.
Summary
• Base bagging did not improve performance.
• Down-sampling achieved good performance and was the fastest bagging.
• Cost sensitive bagging achieved the best performance and was better than tree models.
• Bagging was computationally costly in modelling and prediction.
• Using 50 trees was enough for this dataset.
• A probability variant could be useful for base bagging.
4.3. Random Forest
In this section diﬀerent Random Forest models are used. It starts with original Random Forest (RF) and a
modern faster implementation called ranger. An alternative coding for categorical variables that is eﬃcient for
RF was considered and discussed. Then, two parameters are optimized; the number of variables to possibly
split at each node and the number of trees used. After that, a sampling approach was done by down-sampling
original dataset. No cost sensitive approach was performed because this option was not available for RF.
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Finally, variable importance was assessed in two ways: it was checked how model worsen when removing
new additional variables and it was used RF built-in permutation variable importance measure.
4.3.1. Original Random Forest
Random Forest consists of generating bootstrap replicas of the original dataset and create trees for each
replica as in bagging. The main diﬀerence is that these trees can only use some random variables at each
split. Thus, trees tend to be very diﬀerent and provide diﬀerent information when aggregating them.
The number of variables to possibly split at each node is deﬁned by the user. It is usually called mtry and it
is recommended to use the square root of the number variables. Original dataset included 51 variables, but as
all categorical variables were converted to dummy variables, it then consisted of 203 variables. Recommended
mtry was 15 and were also explored some values above and below it. A grid of mtry 5, 15 and 50 was used.
The number of trees to use is also deﬁned by the user. It is considered that the number of trees is not
a parameter to optimize because a large forest will get better performance. Usual way to choose it is to
increment the number of trees until it is checked that performance does not increase. This is usually done
in a subsequent step and in this case default value 500 trees was used.
Table 4.2 shows results of 10 fold CV. Note that the bestmtry parameter was 15, which was the recommended
one. Final model had a test AUC of 0.7682.
mtry CV AUC SD
5 0.7273 (0.0087)
15 0.7618 (0.0091)
50 0.7578 (0.0089)
Table 4.2. Random Forest CV AUC using diﬀerent mtry.
To get the results almost 12 hours were needed. Even considering that many of the calculations were made
in parallel. Note that a lot of models were ﬁt. For each parameter a 10 fold CV was ﬁtted. And the best
mtry was ﬁtted with all training data. In total 31 models were ﬁtted.
Computation time of original Random Forest could become prohibitive in case to increase the number of
trees or the mtry grid, so faster alternatives were searched. The following suggestions were considered and
are described in next sections:
• Use an eﬃcient Random Forest implementation as ranger.
• Convert categorical variables to ordered categorical variables.
• Subset original data.
4.3.2. Eﬃcient Random Forest using ranger
ranger is an eﬃcient implementation of the Random Forest. As described in Wright and Ziegler (2015) [72],
to speed up computation time, ranger uses C++ internally and many calculations are done in parallel by
default. Original Random Forest computation bottlenecks were analysed and improved.
Another nice feature of ranger is that it also uses a variant for probability estimation. Each tree gives the
proportion of positives instead of its classiﬁcation. The probability is obtained by averaging this proportion
from all trees. This is described in Malley et al. (2012) [44] for RF and K nearest neighbours. This
methodology was proposed to improve poor performance of base bagging.
As in original RF, the same mtry values were used for ranger. Computing time was reduced by 12. Table
4.3 shows the CV AUC from mtry 5, 15 and 50. Those were the best results achieved until then and were
signiﬁcantly better. Performance improvements were not expected but this was as a result of using the
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probability variant. Note that the best mtry was 5. Test AUC was 0.7964, far above 0.7737 achieved with
cost sensitive bagging.
mtry CV AUC SD
5 0.7886 (0.0065)
15 0.7785 (0.0072)
50 0.7718 (0.0079)
Table 4.3. ranger CV AUC using diﬀerent mtry.
4.3.3. Categorical variables to ordered categorical variables
Another approach to speed up RF is to convert categorical variables to ordered categorical variables.
To split a categorical variable of n categories, the algorithm will check all 2(n−1) − 1 possible combinations.
Those are a lot of computation if n is big enough. In fact, Random Forest throw an error if a categorical
variable has more than 53 categories.
For this reason all factors were converted to dummy variables before model ﬁtting, which increased from 51
original variables to 203, which tend to be faster than previous option but it takes a lot of time to check all
variables.
However, ordered categorical variables have a much faster approach. They are sorted and the impurity is
calculated between each category. A threshold is chosen which gives the best split. This is much faster to
compute and just one variable to check.
Grid was adapted to a dataset of 51 variables. Then, recommended value formtry was 7. Grid was expanded
to include values above and below this number, so ﬁnal grid corresponded to mtry values of 3, 7 and 21.
Table 4.4 shows CV model results for this grid. In this case the best mtry was 3.
This models obtained a CV AUC of 0.7820 and a test AUC of 0.7899. Although a lower AUC was obtained,
it was not signiﬁcantly lower if SD AUC is taken into account. Computation time was halved. For this
reason, next models used the strategy to consider categorical variables as ordered ones.
Intuitively it seems that performance should be heavily aﬀected when considering ordered categorical vari-
ables. Possible explanations could be the following:
• Some categorical variables could be directly considered as ordered.
• Some categorical variables are categorized with certain order.
• Any category could be selected using several splits.
In the ﬁrst case, variables such as dayType, or diﬀerent age groups, etc. could be included. In the second
one, variables as roadType that has the following categories: Highway1, Highway2, Conventional road, Rural
road and Urban road could be considered. It has certain order as it starts with road types with higher speed
limits and ﬁnishes with the slower speed limits.
Finally an example of last option: imagine that best split should be Highway2 level, this could be done in
two folds. First splitting between Highway2 and Conventional road and then splitting between Highway1
and Highway2.
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mtry CV AUC SD
3 0.7820 (0.0064)
7 0.7716 (0.0072)
21 0.7658 (0.0073)
Table 4.4. Ordered categorical CV AUC using diﬀerent mtry.
4.3.4. mtry optimization
Using ranger and categorical variables as ordered, it was explored a large number of diﬀerent mtry to check
which was the optimal one.
After a 10 fold CV, it was observed that the best model used mtry equal to two. It had a CV AUC of 0.7849
and test AUC of 0.7932. Figure 4.6 (A) shows CV AUC from all 18 diﬀerent models. CV AUC increased as
the number of mtry decreased. Notice how performance changed depending on mtry used. Model improved
a lot after using the best hyperparameter. Therefore, mtry optimization was an important step to do.
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Fig. 4.6. ROC curves and number of bootstrap replicas.
Figure 4.6 (B) shows ROC curves for diﬀerent RF models used. It also includes down-sampling model that is
latter detailed. For all cutpoints, original RF ROC curve was lower than other models. Ranger base model
was slightly above for several cutpoints, but had similar performance as ranger with ordered categorical
variables and ranger down.
Using a low value of mtry means that trees will be very diﬀerent from each other. Then, each of them
provide diﬀerent information to the aggregation step. A low mtry could be problematic if the ratio between
useful variables and noisy ones is small. Then at each split, with high probability randomly chosen variables
would be noisy ones. Resulting in bad performance trees or quite correlated trees.
Bagging variant mentioned in previous sections could be done with ranger. Selecting an mtry as big as the
number of variables used. From Figure 4.6 (A) is clear that would not beat best performing Random Forest,
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although it would be much better than base bagging. Bagging variant with costs could not be tested since
ranger implementation does not accept costs.
4.3.5. Number of trees optimization
Once selected best possible mtry, it was checked how the number of trees used aﬀected model performance.
The maximum number of trees used was enlarged, and test AUC was obtained using diﬀerent number of
trees.
A large forest of 1500 trees was ﬁt using previous best mtry and several values close to it. Best mtry was
two with a CV AUC of 0.7857 and a test AUC of 0.7939. Comparing with previous results, performance did
not increase using many more trees.
Figure 4.7 shows how performance evolved by increasing the number of trees. Figure 4.7 (A) shows that
when the forest was small, adding few additional trees substantially improved performance. After a hundred
trees, improvement was signiﬁcantly reduced by increasing the number of trees. Figure 4.7 (B) shows model
performance as a function of the number of trees used. It is noted that with 400 trees improvement did
not increase. Finally, when adding several trees did not improve model performance, forest had reached its
performance limit and would not improve much although a lot of additional trees were used. Notice that
there was no overﬁtting after adding more and more trees.
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Fig. 4.7. Test AUC as a function of the number of trees.
4.3.6. Sampling methods
One of the strategies to speed up Random Forest is to subset original dataset. Down-sampling was one
approach for class imbalance problems that proved useful for trees and bagging. For these two reasons,
a down-sampled Random Forest was implemented. It was used in combination of ranger and ordered
categorical variables.
Table 4.5 shows CV results. The best mtry was three with a CV AUC of 0.7753 and a test AUC of 0.7871.
Compared with previous tables, SD was much higher. As each fold used less data, AUC results were more
dispersed.
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mtry CV AUC SD
3 0.7754 (0.0106)
7 0.7731 (0.0093)
21 0.7705 (0.0092)
Table 4.5. Down-sampled CV AUC using diﬀerent mtry.
Down-sampled model performance was slightly worse than using all dataset, but this diﬀerence was not
signiﬁcant. In terms of speed, down-sample was ﬁfteen times faster than with all dataset.
4.3.7. Variables importance
Reduced dataset
In data preparation, additional variables were created. Basically generalizing categorical variables or catego-
rizing continuous variables into several groups.
A model without the additional variables was ﬁtted and compared with previous ﬁtted models. Dataset used
consisted of 23 variables. ranger and ordered categorical variables were used. A grid with low mtry values
was explored.
The best model used an mtry of 3 and had a CV AUC of 0.7904. The model obtained a test AUC of 0.7964.
Surprisingly, this model was not worse than previous models, but was even better, but not signiﬁcantly.
After that, it was considered that trees were already skilled enough to ﬁnd the appropriate partition and did
not need help by creating partitions of existing variables.
Variable importance property
As mentioned in Methods and Models, one Random Forest property is that can rank variables by its im-
portance in the model. ranger implementation was used because is very fast and also have the option
of obtaining importance. Categorical variables were not converted to ordered categorical but to dummy
variables.
When using Random Forest variable importance, one must remember that if some variables are correlated,
the algorithm could vary the variable to choose, and then importance can be reduced for this two variables.
For this reason, the dataset used was the one without additional variables. This dataset contained 82
variables after converting categorical variables to dummy.
This way the model could better identify what were the relevant variables. It used a mtry of ﬁve and the
permutation importance method, which compares the increase in the prediction error after permuting all
elements of a variable.
Table 4.6 show the 20 most important variables for the Random Forest ﬁtted model. First variable by
importances was Local police. Correlated variables as Built-up urban area and Urban road were third and
fourth place. Therefore, behaviour between Local police and Mossos d’Esquadra were considered diﬀerent
for the RF algorithm, as it used it a lot. As expected, hour placed high and also time period night, which
was an hour grouping. Driver proﬁle most important characteristics were age and driver license experience
which rank in top 10 variables per importance. Notice that sex and vehicle type were not included in top
20. Remaining variables were conventional road, some regions or areas, related with weekday variables and
week of the year.
However, care should be taken with variable importance interpretation as it could be biased as showed by
Strobl et al. (2007) [65]. Same authors proposed an alternative Random Forest implementation called
Conditional Inference Tree (forest) that avoids this bias. This implementation is much slower than original
RF. As in original RF, if two variables are correlated it splits the importance of each variable. Conditional
Inference Forest contain a conditional variable importance option to avoid this issue but it is does not
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eﬃciently scale 1 and is unfeasible with our dataset size. Conditional Inference Tree authors describe a short
recipe for computing variable importance measures in a Technical Report. Janitza, Strobl, and Boulesteix
(2013) [34] showed that variable importance for Class Imbalance is even more problematic. An AUC based
variable importance is proposed but this option is computationally intensive.
variable category importance
policeType Local police 100.00
hour 62.84
builtUp Urban area 61.69
roadType Urban road 57.54
timePeriod Night 44.63
age 38.04
licenseYear 38.02
roadType Conventional road 26.90
weekday 19.25
subregion Barcelones 19.12
week 17.30
ART ART Metropolitana N 16.85
timePeriod Afternoon 16.12
month 15.69
workingDay Non working days 12.56
region Lleida 12.20
day 8.49
dayType Sun 7.99
ART ART Tarragona 7.65
roadType Highway2 7.40
Table 4.6. Top 20 variable by importance.
Summary
• Use an eﬃcient algorithm as ranger.
• Convert categorical variables to ordered categorical variables.
• Variant by Malley et al. (2012) [44] was good for class imbalance.
• Optimizing mtry was necessary.
• When a forest reaches its performance limit, adding many more trees no longer improves performance.
• Down-sampling did not improve predictive performance but is much faster to train.
• Do not create additional variables by categorizing continuous variables or generalizing some categorical
variables.
• Most important variables were related to area of control, hour and age.
• Importance measure should be used with caution.
1Package author comment in R-help. Implementation improvements haven’t been found.

Chapter 5
Discussion and further research
This Master’s Degree Thesis had the purpose to understand tree based models using a real problem as drunk
driving. Through preventive BrAC tests database it was expected to expand drunk driving knowledge. Since
the database was not balanced, a side objective was to investigate whether this aﬀected tree models and
whether there were alternatives to deal with it.
Three diﬀerent tree based models were studied and explored: CART model, Tree Bagging and Random
Forest.
A Class Imbalance problem was encountered which complicated the analysis and limited model performance.
It was observed in He and Garcia (2009) [30] and Chawla (2005) [10] that there is not a closed solution and
that several approaches have been developed. Two of them were used in this thesis: sampling methods and
cost sensitive methods. It was also observed that Accuracy was a bad metric with an imbalanced dataset
and therefore ROC curve and AUC were used instead.
Trees tended to be very deep and had a small cp value with this dataset. Thus interpretability was lost,
which was one of the main advantages of tree models. Down-sampling and cost sensitive methods increased
perfomance and reduced tree depth.
Bagging was severely aﬀected by class imbalance and resulted with bad performance. It improved sub-
stantially when class imbalance strategies were applied. It should be noted that Bagging required many
computational resources. In line with Kuhn and Johnson (2013) [37], 50 trees were enough for this dataset.
Random Forest obtained good performance even with the class imbalance problem. As it was computationally
intensive, it required strategies to reduce computing time. Using an eﬃcient implementation as ranger showed
a big speed up, as well as to consider categorical variables as ordered categorical variables. Optimizing mtry
showed big diﬀerences in performance and was considered a necessary step to do. Using 400 trees was enough,
far below 1000 trees proposed in Kuhn and Johnson (2013) [37]. The variant for probability estimation from
Malley et al. (2012) [44] improved considerably its performance. However, down-sampling didn’t improve
model performance but was considered useful to speed up computation time.
Random Forest obtained the best performance and it is considered the model of choise if a high performance
model is wanted. If a fast model is needed, a tree model with missclasiﬁcation costs is the best option.
Bagging obtained worse performance than Random Forest and took as much time as Random Forest, thus
is discarded.
As Bagging and RF are computationally intensive, it is considered that the default package values are
appropiate: 25 trees for Bagging and 500 trees for Random Forest. If it is checked that the performance
is still increasing with these values, more trees should be added. It was noticed that when Bagging or RF
reached its performance limit, adding more trees no longer improved performance.
In line with He and Garcia (2009) [30], it is considered a good practice to use a cost-sensitive version. The
best performance was obtained when diﬀerent misclassiﬁcation costs were applied, as seen both in tree models
and Bagging. Notice that some algorithms cannot apply diﬀerent misclassiﬁcation costs, as in the case of
Random Forest.
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In the case of sampling methods, up-sampling was discarded because it complicated hyperparametre tuning
and there was a great risk of overﬁtting. However, down-sampling seemed promising, as fewer data was
much faster to compute, which could be useful for Bagging and Random Forest. Performance was usually
worse, but not much. It can be used to have a quick impression of model performance. In our case having
more data did not improve model performance substantially. With regard to unbalanced datasets, quality
could be more important than quantity.
There was no need to create additional variables by categorizing continuous variables or generalizing some
categorical variables. It was considered that trees were already skilled enough to ﬁnd the appropriate
partition and didn’t need help by creating partitions of existing variables.
Several issues appeared with the dataset that had to be addressed. There was a Catalan subregion with no
BrAC tests, and an unusual amount of BrAC tests were carried out on Sundays between 23 and 24 hours.
It should be checked if there is any reporting or digitalization problem.
In our case the most important variables were related to area of control, hour and age, which is in line
with Alcañiz et al. (2014) [1], Font-Ribera et al. (2013) [23] and Alcañiz, Santolino, and Ramon (2015) [2].
Variable importance is a really nice feature of Random Forest but should be used with caution as showed by
Strobl et al. (2007) [65] and Janitza, Strobl, and Boulesteix (2013) [34].
Future research
Two sampling techniques were used to deal with class imbalance: up-sampling and down-sampling. There
are hybrid techniques that use at the same time up-sampling and down-sampling in diﬀerent proportions.
Among these, SMOTE variant by Chawla et al. (2002) [11] is quite popular. It reduces the number of
majority classes and creates synthetic observations from minority class. Another alternative was proposed
by Liu, Wu, and Zhou (2009) [41] with EasyEnsamble and BalanceCascade algorithms.
Chen, Liaw, and Breiman (2004) [12] propose two RF alternatives for class imbalance. These alternatives
should be tested to check whether they work better than probability variant by J. D. Malley et al. (2012)
[44].
Rborist is a high performance Random Forest implementation under development by Seligman (2015) [59].
It could be interesting to try it out, as computational speed is one of the main issues with RF. Wright and
Ziegler (2015) [72] compared ranger and Rborist. It concluded that Rborist could be used for low dimensional
data with large sample sizes and ranger in all other cases.
Another tree based model that could improve performance is Extremely randomized trees by Geurts, Ernst,
and Wehenkel (2006) [27]. It adds an extra randomisation to Random Forest by selecting variable split
cutpoint at random.
Another tree based algorithm that could be used is gradient boosting. There is a cost sensitive variant and
was used by Sun et al. (2007) [66] for the class imbalance problem.
Throughout the thesis the Gini Index was used, although the Information Gain could be useful. Alternative
splitting criteria less sensitive to class imbalances are detailed in Cieslak et al. (2012) [15] and Cieslak and
Chawla (2008) [14]. Unfortunately no available implementation was found. It would be interesting to use
them when these techniques become available for general use.
Black Box models as Random Forest or Bagging achieve good performance but are hard to interpret. To
improve its understanding, several approaches and methods have been developed in Cortez and Embrechts
(2013) [16], Palczewska et al. (2014) [48] and Siroky (2009) [62].
To broaden the knowledge in drunk driving, a model could be ﬁt between penal positive and administrative
positive and check what are the main diﬀerences between the two populations.
A similar analysis could be done with BrAC tests performed to drivers involved in traﬃc accidents. Identi-
fying important variables could be useful in order to target several driver proﬁles and more eﬃcient alcohol
campaigns.
Built-up areas and non Built-up areas were the most important variable to Random Forest variable impor-
tance. Understanding if it is related to diﬀerent drunk driving behaviours could lead to search for diﬀerent
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enforcement strategies to address drunk driving in each area. Alcañiz, Santolino, and Ramon (2016) [3]
studied main factors that inﬂuence the probability of DUI on Catalan roads, diﬀerentiated by road type and
area.
It would be interesting to verify how diﬀerently distinct regions behave in relation to its preventive BrAC
tests.
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Appendix A
Details on Classiﬁcation and Regression Trees
A.1. Cost complexity parameter
Tree models using diﬀerent cost complexity parameter. Figure A.1 Top Left uses 0.3 cp value and consist
of just one split at len >= 8.6. Figure A.1 Top Right uses 0.1 cp value and an additional split is performed
at shld < 5. Figure A.1 Down uses a 0.0833 cp value and two additional splits are performed. Increasing
cost complexity parameter results in a smaller tree and decreasing it results in a deeper tree.
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high low 
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Fig. A.1. Tree models using diﬀerent cp values.
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50 A. DETAILS ON CLASSIFICATION AND REGRESSION TREES
A.2. Split selection with continuous variables
Figure A.2 shows the Gini Index from every continuous variable and all possible splits. len is the variable
with smallest Gini Index split. If a split has less than 7 observations in one node is not valid and is coloured
in red. All splits from variable lwid are red because almost all observations are in value 12.
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Fig. A.2. Gini Index through all continuous variables and cut point values.
Appendix B
Tables of number of controls, positives and per-
centatge of positives
ART Number of tests Number of positives (%)
ART Girona 50143 2610 5.2
ART Manresa Central 44917 1656 3.7
ART Metropolitana N 142719 6730 4.7
ART Metropolitana S 37983 1582 4.2
ART Pirineu Lleida 20344 495 2.4
ART Ponent Lleida 41524 525 1.3
ART Tarragona 45711 2141 4.7
ART Terres Ebre 25595 755 2.9
Table B.1. Number of tests, positives and percentage of positives by Police Territorial
Division (ART).
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Subregion Number of tests Number of positives (%)
Alt Camp 3074 71 2.3
Alt Emporda 14726 903 6.1
Alt Penedes 6579 190 2.9
Alt Urgell 6403 214 3.3
Alta Ribagorca 176 3 1.7
Anoia 12059 246 2.0
Bages 11264 478 4.2
Baix Camp 8775 506 5.8
Baix Ebre 7398 331 4.5
Baix Emporda 9711 664 6.8
Baix Llobregat 23062 1010 4.4
Baix Penedes 9678 319 3.3
Barcelones 98789 4409 4.5
Bergueda 3124 99 3.2
Cerdanya 1021 18 1.8
Conca de Barbera 1494 22 1.5
Garraf 7246 385 5.3
Garrigues 1047 10 1.0
Garrotxa 159 11 6.9
Girones 15090 534 3.5
Maresme 11615 687 5.9
Montsia 7878 311 3.9
Noguera 5749 49 0.9
Osona 17606 790 4.5
Pallars Jussa 3862 84 2.2
Pallars Sobira 2391 57 2.4
Pla d’Urgell 4501 57 1.3
Pla de l’Estany 1486 99 6.7
Priorat 141 5 3.5
Ribera d’Ebre 8084 81 1.0
Segarra 4609 33 0.7
Segria 16792 263 1.6
Selva 8915 396 4.4
Solsones 148 0 0.0
Tarragones 23052 1260 5.5
Terra Alta 2317 14 0.6
Urgell 8531 107 1.3
Val d’Aran 6700 128 1.9
Valles Occidental 17959 1002 5.6
Valles Oriental 15725 648 4.1
Table B.2. Number of tests, positives and percentage of positives by subregion.
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Month Number of tests Number of positives (%)
1 32286 1046 3.2
2 38231 1446 3.8
3 41161 1749 4.2
4 29485 1162 3.9
5 34485 1487 4.3
6 41897 1916 4.6
7 27521 1373 5.0
8 28788 1386 4.8
9 29319 1402 4.8
10 38298 1126 2.9
11 31182 1271 4.1
12 36283 1130 3.1
Table B.3. Number of tests, positives and percentage of positives by month.
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Hour Number of tests Number of positives (%)
1 22656 1069 4.7
2 9777 761 7.8
3 35935 2677 7.4
4 25562 2161 8.5
5 7043 954 13.5
6 21499 1958 9.1
7 22746 1094 4.8
8 14282 293 2.1
9 8801 73 0.8
10 8752 42 0.5
11 11966 47 0.4
12 10524 46 0.4
13 3020 23 0.8
14 1160 21 1.8
15 19151 136 0.7
16 23296 234 1.0
17 11790 148 1.3
18 6243 64 1.0
19 10755 139 1.3
20 11999 157 1.3
21 2588 86 3.3
22 2057 123 6.0
23 28448 750 2.6
24 88886 3438 3.9
Table B.4. Number of tests, positives and percentage of positives by hour.
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Fig. B.1. Percentage of positives by hour, age group and day type.

Appendix C
CART models code
# Load packages -------------------------------------------------
library("caret")
library("ranger")
library("pROC")
library("e1071")
library("rpart")
library("dplyr")
# Load Data -----------------------------------------------------
load("~/alcbd_final.RData")
alcbd <- alcbd %>% select(-city)
set.seed(2332016)
inTrain <- createDataPartition(alcbd$positive, p = 0.7, list = FALSE)
train <- alcbd[inTrain, ]
test <- alcbd[-inTrain, ]
# Control parameters for train --------------------------------------------
# Splits data for Cross Validation
# All models will run with same 10-CV
set.seed(06062016)
tenCV <- createFolds(train$positive, 10, returnTrain = TRUE)
fitControl <- trainControl(method = "cv",
number = 10,
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
index = tenCV,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE)
# Parallel Backend for caret -----------------------------------
# Do not use with a GUI
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# From registerDoMC help page:
# The multicore functionality, and therefore registerDoMC,
# should not be used in a GUI environment,
# because multiple processes then share the same GUI.
# library("doMC")
# registerDoMC(cores = 6)
# Tree models ---------------------------------------------------
# 1.- Base Tree -----------------------------------------------------
rpartBase <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rpart",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneLength = 20)
predTest <- predict(rpartBase, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartBase <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
baseGrid <- data.frame(cp = seq(0.0000001, 0.0001, length.out = 30))
rpartGrid <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rpart",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = baseGrid)
predTest <- predict(rpartGrid, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartGrid <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# tree depth for base grid --------------------------------------
# Compute deep tree with smallest cp value
rpartDepth <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rpart",
trControl = trainControl(method = "none",
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE),
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = data.frame(cp = 1.000000e-07))
# prune long tree for each value of baseGrid
depths <- c()
for(iCp in baseGrid$cp){
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iRpart <- prune(rpartDepth$finalModel, cp = iCp)
iFrame <- iRpart$frame
iNode <- as.integer(row.names(iFrame))
iDepth <- max(rpart:::tree.depth(iNode))
depths <- c(depths, iDepth)
}
treeBaseDepth <- data.frame(cp = baseGrid$cp, depth = depths)
# 2.- Sampling methods --------------------------------------------------------
# Downsampling ------------------------------------------------------------
trainDown <- downSample(train %>% select(-positive), train$positive,
yname = "positive")
# Define again folds for CV.
# With downsampling there is a different sample size.
set.seed(06062016)
tenDownCV <- createFolds(trainDown$positive, 10, returnTrain = TRUE)
fitControlDown <- trainControl(method = "cv",
number = 10,
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
index = tenDownCV,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE)
rpartDown <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainDown,
method = "rpart",
trControl = fitControlDown,
metric = "ROC",
tuneLength = 10)
predTest <- predict(rpartDown, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartDown <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Grid search
downGrid <- data.frame(cp = seq(0.0001, 0.002, length.out = 30))
rpartDownGrid <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainDown,
method = "rpart",
trControl = fitControlDown,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = downGrid)
predTest <- predict(rpartDownGrid, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartDownGrid <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
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# tree depth for down grid ------------------------------------------------
# Compute deeper tree with smallest cp value
rpartDepth <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainDown,
method = "rpart",
trControl = trainControl(method = "none",
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE),
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = data.frame(cp = 0.0001))
# prune long tree for each value of downGrid
depths <- c()
for(iCp in downGrid$cp){
iRpart <- prune(rpartDepth$finalModel, cp = iCp)
iFrame <- iRpart$frame
iNode <- as.integer(row.names(iFrame))
iDepth <- max(rpart:::tree.depth(iNode))
depths <- c(depths, iDepth)
}
treeDownDepth <- data.frame(cp = downGrid$cp, depth = depths)
# upSample ----------------------------------------------------------------
trainUp <- upSample(train %>% select(-positive), train$positive,
yname = "positive")
# Define again folds for CV.
# With upsampling there is a different sample size.
set.seed(06062016)
tenUpCV <- createFolds(trainUp$positive, 10, returnTrain = TRUE)
fitUpControl <- trainControl(method = "cv",
number = 10,
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
index = tenUpCV,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE)
rpartUp <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainUp,
method = "rpart",
trControl = fitUpControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneLength = 10)
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predTest <- predict(rpartUp, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartUp <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Grid search
upGrid <- data.frame(cp = seq(0.00001, 0.0014, length.out = 30))
rpartUpGrid <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainUp,
method = "rpart",
trControl = fitUpControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = upGrid)
predTest <- predict(rpartUpGrid, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartUpGrid <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# 3.- Cost sensitive methods -------------------------------------------------
loss10 <- matrix(c(0, 10, 1, 0), nrow = 2)
loss20 <- matrix(c(0, 20, 1, 0), nrow = 2)
loss30 <- matrix(c(0, 30, 1, 0), nrow = 2)
lossGrid <- data.frame(cp = seq(0.000001, 0.001, length.out = 30))
# Loss 10 -----------------------------------------------------------------
rpartLoss10 <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rpart",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = lossGrid,
parms = list(loss = loss10))
predTest <- predict(rpartLoss10, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartLoss10 <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Loss 20 -----------------------------------------------------------------
rpartLoss20 <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rpart",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = lossGrid,
parms = list(loss = loss20))
predTest <- predict(rpartLoss20, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartLoss20 <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Loss 30 -----------------------------------------------------------------
rpartLoss30 <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
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method = "rpart",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = lossGrid,
parms = list(loss = loss30))
predTest <- predict(rpartLoss30, test, type = "prob")
rocRpartLoss30 <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Tree depth for loss function --------------------------------------------
trainControlDepth <- trainControl(method = "none",
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE)
rpartLossDepth <- list()
rpartLossDepth$loss10 <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rpart",
trControl = trainControlDepth,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = data.frame(cp = 0.000001),
parms = list(loss = loss10))
rpartLossDepth$loss20 <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rpart",
trControl = trainControlDepth,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = data.frame(cp = 0.000001),
parms = list(loss = loss20))
rpartLossDepth$loss30 <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rpart",
trControl = trainControlDepth,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = data.frame(cp = 0.000001),
parms = list(loss = loss30))
treeLossDepth <- data.frame()
for(jLoss in 1:3){
for(iCp in lossGrid$cp){
iRpart <- prune(rpartLossDepth[[jLoss]]$finalModel, cp = iCp)
iFrame <- iRpart$frame
iNode <- as.integer(row.names(iFrame))
iDepth <- max(rpart:::tree.depth(iNode))
iDf <- data.frame(cp = iCp, depth = iDepth, loss = jLoss*10)
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treeLossDepth <- rbind(treeLossDepth, iDf)
}
}

Appendix D
Bagging models code
# Load packages -------------------------------------------------
library("caret")
library("pROC")
library("e1071")
library("ipred")
library("plyr")
library("dplyr")
# Load Data -----------------------------------------------------
load("~/alcbd_final.RData")
alcbd <- alcbd %>% select(-city)
set.seed(2332016)
inTrain <- createDataPartition(alcbd$positive, p = 0.7, list = FALSE)
train <- alcbd[inTrain, ]
test <- alcbd[-inTrain, ]
# Control parameters for train --------------------------------------------
# Splits data for Cross Validation
# All models will run with same 10-CV
set.seed(06062016)
tenCV <- createFolds(train$positive, 10, returnTrain = TRUE)
fitControl <- trainControl(method = "cv",
number = 10,
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
index = tenCV,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE)
# Parallel Backend for caret -----------------------------------
# Do not use with a GUI
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# From registerDoMC help page:
# The multicore functionality, and therefore registerDoMC,
# should not be used in a GUI environment,
# because multiple processes then share the same GUI.
# library("doMC")
# registerDoMC(cores = 2)
# Bagging -------------------------------------------------------
# Base bagging model --------------------------------------------
bagBase <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "treebag",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneLength = 1,
nbagg = 50)
predTest <- predict(bagBase, test, type = "prob")
rocBagBase <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
aucBags <- c()
for(iBag in seq(5, 50, by = 5)){
iBagDown <- bagBase
iBagDown$finalModel$mtrees <- iBagDown$finalModel$mtrees[1:iBag]
predTest <- predict(iBagDown, test, type = "prob")
iRoc <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
iAuc <- as.numeric(auc(iRoc))
aucBags <- c(aucBags, iAuc)
}
# Downsampling ------------------------------------------------------------
trainDown <- downSample(train %>% select(-positive), train$positive,
yname = "positive")
# Define again folds for CV.
# With downsampling there is a different sample size.
set.seed(06062016)
tenDownCV <- createFolds(trainDown$positive, 10, returnTrain = TRUE)
fitControlDown <- trainControl(method = "cv",
number = 10,
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
index = tenDownCV,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE)
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bagDown50 <- train(positive ~ .,
data = trainDown,
method = "treebag",
trControl = fitControlDown,
metric = "ROC",
tuneLength = 1,
nbagg = 50)
predTest <- predict(bagDown50, test, type = "prob")
rocBagDown50 <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
aucBagDown <- c()
for(iBag in seq(5, 50, by = 5)){
iBagDown <- bagDown50
iBagDown$finalModel$mtrees <- iBagDown$finalModel$mtrees[1:iBag]
predTest <- predict(iBagDown, test, type = "prob")
iRoc <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
iAuc <- as.numeric(auc(iRoc))
aucBagDown <- c(aucBagDown, iAuc)
}
# Bagging with loss function ------------------------------------
# ipred does not accept cost.
# Bagging with costs is coded using rpart package.
library("rpart")
loss20 <- matrix(c(0, 20, 1, 0), nrow = 2)
clasList <- list()
treeList <- list()
for(iBoots in 1:50){
set.seed(iBoots)
iSample <- sample(nrow(trainDummy), nrow(trainDummy), replace = TRUE)
iBag <- trainDummy[iSample, ]
iTree <- rpart(positive ~ ., data = iBag,
control = rpart.control(cp = 0),
parms = list(loss = loss20))
treeList[[iBoots]] <- iTree
clasList[[iBoots]] <- predict(iTree, newdata = testDummy, type = "class")
}
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clasMat <- sapply(clasList, function(x) as.numeric(x))
clasMat[clasMat == 2] <- 0
predTest <- rowMeans(clasMat)
rocBagCost <- roc(test$positive, predTest, algorithm = 2)
aucBagCost <- c()
for(i in seq(5, 50, by = 5)){
predTest <- rowMeans(clasMat[, 1:i])
rocBagCost <- roc(test$positive, predTest, algorithm = 2)
aucBagCost <- c(aucBagCost, as.numeric(auc(rocBagCost)))
}
Appendix E
RF models code
# Load packages -------------------------------------------------
library("caret")
library("ranger")
library("pROC")
library("e1071")
library("randomForest")
library("dplyr")
# Load Data -----------------------------------------------------
load("~/alcbd_final.RData")
alcbd <- alcbd %>% select(-city)
set.seed(2332016)
inTrain <- createDataPartition(alcbd$positive, p = 0.7, list = FALSE)
train <- alcbd[inTrain, ]
test <- alcbd[-inTrain, ]
# Control parameters for train --------------------------------------------
# Splits data for Cross Validation
# All models will run with same 10-CV
set.seed(06062016)
tenCV <- createFolds(train$positive, 10, returnTrain = TRUE)
fitControl <- trainControl(method = "cv",
number = 10,
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
index = tenCV,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE)
# Parallel Backend for caret -----------------------------------
# Do not use with a GUI
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# From registerDoMC help page:
# The multicore functionality, and therefore registerDoMC,
# should not be used in a GUI environment,
# because multiple processes then share the same GUI.
library("doMC")
registerDoMC(cores = 6)
# Random Forest -------------------------------------------------
mtryGrid <- data.frame(mtry = c(5, 15, 50))
# Original Random Forest -----------------------------------------------------
rfBasic <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "rf",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = mtryGrid)
predTest <- predict(rfBasic, test, type = "prob")
rocRfBasic <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Basic Ranger ------------------------------------------------------------
rangerBasic <- train(positive ~ ., data = train,
method = "ranger",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = mtryGrid)
predTest <- predict(rangerBasic, test, type = "prob")
rocRangerBasic <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Factors as numeric ------------------------------------------------------
mtryGrid <- data.frame(mtry = c(3, 7, 21))
source('fac2char.R')
trainNum <- fac2num(train)
testNum <- fac2num(test)
# positive has to be a factor
trainNum$positive <- factor(trainNum$positive, labels = c("no", "yes"))
testNum$positive <- factor(testNum$positive, labels = c("no", "yes"))
rangerNum <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainNum,
method = "ranger",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = mtryGrid)
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predTest <- predict(rangerNum, testNum, type = "prob")
rocRangerNum <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Tuning mtry -------------------------------------------------------------
mtryGrid <- data.frame(mtry = c(2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22,
24, 26, 28, 30, 40, 50))
rangerNumGrid <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainNum,
method = "ranger",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = mtryGrid)
predTest <- predict(rangerNumGrid, testNum, type = "prob")
rocRangerNumGrid <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Tuning ntree (large tree) -----------------------------------------------
mtryGrid <- data.frame(mtry = 2:4)
rangerNumLong <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainNum,
method = "ranger",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
num.trees = 1500,
tuneGrid = mtryGrid)
predTest <- predict(rangerNumLong, testNum, type = "prob")
rocRangerNumLong <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# # Sampling methods --------------------------------------------------------
mtryGrid <- data.frame(mtry = c(3, 7, 21))
trainDown <- downSample(trainNum %>% select(-positive), trainNum$positive,
yname = "positive")
# Define again folds for CV.
# With downsampling there is a different sample size.
set.seed(06062016)
tenDownCV <- createFolds(trainDown$positive, 10, returnTrain = TRUE)
fitControlDown <- trainControl(method = "cv",
number = 10,
classProbs = TRUE,
summaryFunction = twoClassSummary,
index = tenDownCV,
returnData = FALSE,
trim = TRUE)
rangerDown <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainDown,
method = "ranger",
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trControl = fitControlDown,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = mtryGrid)
predTest <- predict(rangerDown, testNum, type = "prob")
rocRangerDown <- roc(testNum$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
# Reduced dataset ---------------------------------------------------------
reducedVariables <- c("hour", "spanish", "sex", "age", "licenseYear", "builtUp",
"vehType", "policeType", "ART", "positive", "region", "month",
"day", "week", "weekday", "subregion", "dayType", "workingDay",
"timePeriod", "holiday", "holidayEve", "longWeekend",
"roadType")
trainRed <- trainNum[, reducedVariables]
testRed <- testNum[, reducedVariables]
rangerRed <- train(positive ~ ., data = trainRed,
method = "ranger",
trControl = fitControl,
metric = "ROC",
tuneGrid = mtryGrid)
predTest <- predict(rangerRed, testRed, type = "prob")
rocRangerRed <- roc(test$positive, predTest[, 1], algorithm = 2)
